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Abstract 
The only species that have been continued in the lunar exosphere are Na, K, Ar, and He, 
Models for the production and loss of hmar regolith-derived exospheric species from 
source processes including micrometeoroid impact vaporization, sputtering. and, for Na 
and K, photon-stimulated desorption, predict a host of other species should exist in the 
lunar exosphere. Assuming that loss processes are limited to ballistic escape and 
recycling to the surface, we have computed column abundances and compared them to 
published upper limits from the Moon and to detected abundances from Mercury. Only 
for Ca do the available measurements show a clear deficiency compared to the model 
estimates, This result suggests the importance of loss processes not included in the 
model, such as the possibility of gas-to-solid phase condensation during mjcrometeoroid 
impacts or the fOImation of stable metallic oxides, and underlines the need for improved 
spectroscopic measurements of the lunar exosphere. Simulations of the neutral mass 
(NMS) and visible/ultraviolet spectrometry (UVS) investigations planned by the Lunar 
Atmosphere and Dust Environment Explorer (LADEE) spacecraft are presented. Our 
calculations indicate that LADEE measurements promise to make definitive observations 
or set stringent upper limits for all regolith-driven exospheric species. Our models, along 
with LADEE observations, will constrain assumed model parameters for the Moon, such 
as sticking coefficients, source processes. and velocity distributions. 
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1. Introduction 
Our Moon presents the nearest example of a common type of atmosphere, a Sur/tlce 
Bounded Fxo.'J'pherc To date, only four constituents from this collisionJess atmosphere 
have been positively identified: Ar and He, which were detected in situ by the neutral 
mass spectrometer deployed by Apollo 17,. and Na and K, which have been extensively 
studied since the-ir detection with ground-based telescopic observations in the late 1980s. 
(See Stem (1999) for a revie-w of literature.) Man.y more species of regolith origin are 
expected to populate the lunar exosphere given the presence of neutrals such as 0, Ca 
and Mg in the similar exospheric environment of Mercury (e.g., Killen et a1.. 2007: 
McClintock et aI., 2009). Hilchenhach et a1. (1992) and Man et al. (1998) measured 
pickup ions of lunar origin on early missions. More recently, lunar pickup ions such as 
He~, L, oj-. Na~, K¥. and Ar~ were observed above the Moon by the ion mass 
spectrometer onboard SELENE (Kaguya) (Yokota et aJ.. 2009; Tanaka et al., 2009; Saito 
et aI., 20 I 0). It is unclear whether these ions are of exospheric origin or \-vhether they are 
secondary ions sputtered directly fi'om the surface (Elphic et aI., 1991). 
Searches have failed so far to detect other neutTal elements mainly because, for many 
of the expected species, the strongest emission lines lie in the ultraviolet (UV) part of the 
spectrum. Nevertheless, published upper lImits show clearly a non-stoichiometry, or 
disproportionality, between the exospheric and the surface abundances of numerous 
surface constjtuents (Fastie et aL 1973; Feldman and Morrison. 1991: Flynn and Stern, 
1996; Stem et aI., 1997). Alkalis are particularly enhanced in the exosphere. Possible 
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reasons for this trend are that Na and K are promoted to the gas phase through processes 
more eHident than other metals. that losses for other metals are more efficient than 
ballistic escape and photoionization \\'ould suggest, or both. 
Regolith-derived atoms in the lunar exosphere, the focus of this paper, originate 
during the bombardment of the surface by solar photons, solar wind ions and 
micrometeoroids. These processes were reviewed for Mercury by Killen et al, (2007) and 
Domingue et a1. (2007). For alkalis, such as sodium and potassium, the incident solar 
UV photons are energetic enough to break the sodium-regolith bonds and release atoms 
in a process termed photon-stimulated desorption (PSD) (Madey et ai, 1998: 
Yakshinskiy and Madey, 1999). For retractory elements, which are tightly bound in 
silicate phases, only energetic processes such as high-speed impacts and sputtering by the 
solar vvind can provide the energy needed to break those bonds. Consequently., the 
concentration of regolith-derived exospheric species reflects not only their relative 
surface abundance but also the microrneteoroid influx and speed, the amount of regolith 
vaporized, the sputtering yield per incident solar wind ion and the solar wind flux and 
composition, and other poorly constrained parameters. Loss processes also aftect the 
exospheric content. For instance., many lunar and Hermean surface constituents ma.y be 
promoted to the gas phase not only as atoms but also as molecular oxides (Ki11en et a1., 
2005; Killen et aI., 2010: Berezhnoy and Klumov, 2008; Berezhnoy, 2010) If the 
dissociation lifetimes of such molecules as CaO, MgO. TiO, which are unknown, are 
long, the fraction of atomic neutrals that are bound in molecules will not be observed. 
The interplay between source and loss processes must be constrained by models, 
improved exospheric observations; and laboratory experiments. In all three aspects, 
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sodium is by far the best studied species. Recently, Sarantos et al. (201Oa) included 
results from twenty years of ground-based sodium exosphere observations, and compared 
the observed sodiwn intensity to the prevailing UV and solar wind environment during 
the time of the observation. Given PSD cross-sections somewhat smaner than laboratory-
measured yields (Yakshinskiy and Madey, 1999) \vhich do not account for loss inside the 
regolith (Cassidy and Johnson, 2007), the study found that sodium intensity levels closely 
matched the levels expected from models of the PSD process, However, when the Moon 
was in the solar wind (high ion flux environment), the exospheric sodium intensity levels 
typically increased by factors of 2-3 above the levels measured \vhen the Moon was in 
the terrestrial magnetotail (low ion flux environment), The soJar \vind control of 
exospheric sodium could not be attributed to sputtering if sputtering yields typical of 
regolith surfaces, ~O. 1 atoms per ion impact, are assumed. It was conduded that the solar 
wind ions are augmenting the desorption process by enhancing the diffusion of sodium 
from regolith grains by up to a factor of two for fluxes typical of the solar wind in our 
immediate neighborhood, or increaSIng sodium levels by sputtering from multi-charged 
solar wind ions. Similar results are reported for Mercury's exospheric sodiwn in recent 
analyses of ground-based observations (e,g" Mura et al, 2009; Mouawad et aI., 2011) and 
observations obtained by the MErcury Surface, Space ENvironment, GEochemistry. and 
Ranging (MESSENGER) spacecraft during three flybys (Burger et aL 2010) In 
summary, the SOlITces that create the lunar sodiwn non-thennal population appear to be, 
in order of importance, photon-stimulated desorption (PSD), micrometeoroid impact 
vaporization, and solar wind sputtering. 
The characterization of the Moon's exosphere with measurements from orbit is a 
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major science objective of the proposed LW1ar Atmosphere and Dust Environment 
Explorer (LADEE) mission. LADEE will examine the lunar exosphere and dust 
environment with a payload consisting of a Neutral Mass Spectrometer (NMS), an 
UltravioletlVisible Spectrometer (UVS), and a Lunar Dust Experiment (LDEX) The 
nominal mission lifetime is planned to be 100 days sometime in 2013, The orbit is to be 
retrograde, equatorial, with peri apse ~- 50 krn above the dawn tenninator and an apoapse 
~200 krn above the Iwmr dusk, although lower orbits (25 x75 krn) are being examined. 
The scientific objectives are to be achieved by measuring known species with spatial and 
temporal resolution sufficient to investigate the processes that control their distribution 
and variability, and by surveying a \vide inventory of possible species to make new 
detections or to establish new upper limits (Delory et a1.. 2009). 
To illumInate the existing measurements, help define expectations for the LADEE 
mission, and facilitate the interpretation of expected scientific results, we have carried out 
simulations of the production and loss of exospheric oxygen, silicon, and other metallic 
species. We have previously applied a model of exospheric particle transport to describe 
the source rates of the lunar sodium exosphere .. and we validated it against ground-based 
observations (Sarantos et al, 2010). The model successfully described several key 
observables seen in sodium data: the overall emission rate, the subsolar density of ~60~" 
70 atoms em ", and an increase in scale height from the subsolar region to the tenninator 
and poles. In Section 2 we extend this model to predict exospheric densities for 0, Si, Fe, 
Al, Ti, Ca, Mg, K, and Mn. We compare the model to published upper limits, and we 
quantIfY the model uncertainties. In Section 3 "\ie estimate what constraints LADEE NMS 
measurements can place on the generation of the lunar exosphere from these species. In 
Section 4 we examine the expected levels of resonant scattering emission from these 
species, and assess whether their detection is affected by LADEE UVS instrument noise 
and zodiacal light. The paper concludes in Section 5 with a swnmary of our results, 
which shmv hmv LADEE measurements can further our present understanding: for many 
of the species studied and expected to be found, the expected signal-to-noise ratio will 
permit us to identify the processes and constrain the microphysical parameters (e,g,. 
sputtering yields) controlling the suppJy of lunar gas and its interaction with the surface, 
2. Exospberic abundances of species derived from the lunar sUiface 
2.1 ;\4odel (~fp{jrlicle transport 
The production and distribution of lunar exospheric constituents is modeled with an 
analytical model of particle transport in a collision-free exosphere (Hartle. 1971). The 
model, which is a generalization of the Chamberlain (1963) model for non-unifonn 
"exobase" density and temperature, uses Liouville's theorem to compute the nonnalized 
density of neutrals, 
n(r) - f fer, v)dv (I) 
given a truncated distribution function defined as: 
fer, v) - fo(r - ro, v - vo)xU(v~ > O)x{l- U(v, < O)x U(v > VESC)} (2) 
where using the constants of motion under gravitational forces the velocity vector, v, at a 
point, r, in the exosphere is related to the point (ro,vn) of the surface \-vhere it originated: 
fo (ro , vo) is the velocity distribution function of released particles from the surface: and 
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U is a unit step function that delineates the populated region of phase space, i.e. the 
integration limits: (1) particles must originate from the surface with outward radial 
velocities, v,!j> 0, and (2) particles may not return (v r <0) if they exceed escape velocity, 
Vrs\'. It follows from Eq. 1 that the density anywhere in the exosphere can be computed 
with eqn. (2) provided that/I) is known (Section 2.1.1), and provided that the !lux, 
11) < Vro>, is set to the surface source rate (Section 2.3). 
2.1.1 Sources 
Micrometeoroid impact vaporization and sputtering by solar \-vind ions are assumed to 
eject energetic atoms from the lunar surface. Additionally, UV photons acting upon the 
top monolayer of the slITface can produce lower energy, but non-thermal, Na and K 
atoms. The atoms originate \.vith initial speeds, bulk direction, and assumed variation in 
surface density that are characteristic of the SOlITce process, information that is captured 
in the assumed form of the dIstribution function of released atoms,./rj. 
• For impact vaporization we assume a spatially tmifonn source of micro meteoroids 
that eject atoms with a Maxwelliml distribution of upwards velocities from the 
surface: 
(3) 
\vhere Vo the ejection speed, m is the mass of an atom for a relevant species, and 
Ks is the Boltzmann constant. 
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For photon-stimulated desorption (PSD) we assume that the ejected atoms (Na 
and K) originate from the dayside having a Maxwellian velocity distribution and a 
dependence on solar zenith angle, Xo: 
(4) 
• For sputtering the energy distribution. L and directionality of the ejecta arc 
described by the Sigmund-Thompson function: 
. 6E, Eo { ~(E 'E)'E ) < io- 3 1--../ 0+ b j Max cosuo 
3 8~Eb i EM~ (Eo + Eb ) (5) 
where Eo is the ejected energy, Lb the binding energy of an atom to the surficlal grain 
(e.g., Eb 2 eV for sodium) and F'vfux the maXImum energy that can be imparted to 
the ejected surficial atoms by 1 keY solar vvind protons that is typical at the Moon. 
(For the species studied here L: ... 4iJ." is typically a [e"v hundred eV, but these velocities 
are highly improbable since f{) ":::; En° 2 at high energies.) Due to the effects of soil 
porosity, the atoms are sputtered primarily perpendicular to the surface, with the yield 
assumed to reduce as the cosine of the angle, On, with respect to the local vertical 
direction. 
2J2 Sinks 
In our model only single hops are tracked, assuming that atoms that return to the 
surface adsorb. or stick, with unit efficiency and are not re-released. Losses to 
photoionization are insignificant on timescales of a single ballistic trajectory. Therefore, 
the modeled losses are ballistic escape and recycling to the surface. Although refractories 
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and K are expected to stick upon striking the surface. this is a poor assumption for Na tor 
which tens of hops are likely prior to sticking because its sticking coefficient exhibjts a 
strong temperature-dependence (Yakshinskiy and Madey, 2005). A partially thennalized 
sodium population due to energy exchange with the surface is excluded from our modeL 
Because mainly high-altitude (2 100 km) observations of the dayside were used for its 
validation (Sarantos et al.. 2010), this model accurately predicts the observation above 
that altitude. 
Other possible losses. most notably those relating to fonnation of molecular 
fragments and condensates, are neglected. Although relevant experiments are lacking, 
quenching theory predicts that gas condensation to solid grains in hypervelocity impacts 
may be an important loss process of impact-driven refractories (Berezhnoy and Klumov, 
2008; Berezhnoy, 2010). For ea we find clear evidence oflosses that are not included in 
the model (Section 2.4). 
2.2. Assumed sUI/ace composition 
Compositional estimates of the lunar surface are needed to initialize the model. 
Samples from tour ditferent types of soils have been brought back from the Moon: 
Highland, Kreep, low-Ti and high-Ti Mare soils (Wurz et ai, 2007; Papike et ai, 1982; 
Heiken et aI., 1991). In broad tenns, the elemental composition of Kreep and Mare soils 
is similar, whereas highlands have more Al and less Fc, Mg and Ti. The largest 
elemental variations across soil types are fotmd tor Ti (tactor of ten morc abundant in 
high-Ti Maria than in highlands), Fe (two to three times less abundant in highlands), and 
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K (three times more abundant in Kreep soils). These differences, summarized in Table L 
introduce the first of many lUlcertainties in our model estimates. For the estimates 
provided throughout this paper \ve assume a IO\Y-Ti Mare soil composition. 
2.3. EsOmated Source Nates 
The vapor production rate by micrometeoroid impacts. which is a continuous source, 
was estimated using the model presented in Morgan and Killen (1997) and its subsequent 
improvements (Morgan and Killen, 1998: Killen et ai., 2005). The model is based on the 
assumption that the delivery of meteoroid material at Earth's vicinity is at a rate of3 x 10 
-I(-, g cm,3 for particles smaller than 1 cm (Love and Brownlee, 1993); it is further 
assumed that the impact parameters of alumimun onto enstatite and the regolith porosity 
of 0.5 may be adopted. Letting impactors have speeds that exceed 5 km!s to vaporize 
refractories, the resulting total vaporization rate for all species at R :::: 1 AU is M,.np ;:;::; 
L78xlO-16 g cm': S·I The vapor cloud was assumed to be stoichiometric, 
S IV = c M vap N A I(atomic weight), 'where -'>'tv the production rate per species due to 
impact vaporization, c an elemental abundance in the soil, and Nl the Avogadro constant. 
Given a lmv-Ti Mare composition, impacts produce an estimated 4x106 0 atoms cm-2 S"I. 
For a species like Mg we obtain 2.5 x105 Mg atoms cm-2 S-I. The assumed temperature 
for this source process is T~"3000 5000 K, close to the experimental values for 
hypervelocity impacts (e.g., Eichorn, 1978). 
The production rate due to PSD may be estimated by assuming a sodium surface 
density cr -- 3 x 10[2 cm<", a flux l';,h ~ 2 x 1O i4 cm-2 S"l of UV photons ( ? 5 eV) and an 
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ef/relive PSD cross-section ()-- 3 x1O-21 ern' (Yakshinskiy and Madey_ 1999). This 
results in a source rate, aX QX Fpt;, of 2x 106 atoms cm-::: S~l at the subsolar pOInt This 
model setup was found to agree within a factor of 1\yO with the sodium ground-based 
observations (Sarantos et a1.. 2010). For potassium we asswned the same effective PSD 
yield as sodium. The inferred effective temperature from the laboratory experiments is 
T c 1200 K for tilis process. 
The production rate due to ion sputtering was obtained by the following asswnptions: 
a sputtering yield Y 0.05 per ion impact; a typical precipitating flux F,,'w '"~, 4x 108 solar 
'wind ions em"2 s·j : and the elemental number abundance, c, of a species of interest in the 
regolith (Table 1). These parameters yield a sputtered tlux per species.S spu'TT = cY Fsw, 
that amounts to 2.4x 107 0 atoms cm"2 5- 1 (2x 106 Mg atoms cm"2 s-') at the subsolar pOInt. 
At other solar zenith angles, Xi), this flux is assumed to reduce as COSxn due to the 
increased angle of solar wind incidence. 
2.4. ,Hodel results and compari.vons with existing measurements 
Model simulations of the expected release processes for several species are shO\vn in 
Fig. 1. \\/ithin uncertainties in the micromctcroid int1ux and the sputtering yield, impact 
vaporization and ion sputtering contribute equally to the release of gas over the subsolar 
region tor fluxes typical of the solar wind at 1 AU. For exospheric refractories the two 
sources can be separately constrained in the vicinity of the Earth's magnetosphere by 
measuring the relative increase in exospheric levels \-vhen the Moon is exposed to the 
solar \vind. Photon-stimulated desorption ofNa and K much exceeds release of these two 
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species by impacts and sputtering as previously surmised (e.g., Sarantos et a!.. 2010). 
Estimated densities at LADFE altitudes from this model. shov..n in Fig.2, are small and 
generally less than the ~ 100 atoms em predicted tor 0 by the combined action of 
impacts and the solar wind. The gas densities could be even lower if fonnation of stable 
molecules and/or solids occurs. 
Column abundances from the model are compiled in Table 2, along with available 
line-of-sight upper limits from the Moon (Stern, J 999). These were fitted to a 
Chamberlain (1963) model of unifonn ejection at T '400 K, The least stringent upper 
limit is that for !tmar Mg because Hubble Space Telescope (BST) bright object avoidance 
constraints did not pennit tangent heights any closer than 2,000 km from the surface 
(Stern et aI" 1997), Also listed in Table 2 are detected abundanees for known species at 
Mercury. Measurements of Ca. Mg, and Na over the southern pole at the time of 
MESSENGER's third flyby (Vervack et aI" 2010) were fitted to Chamberlain models, 
Recent ground-based 20 detections of Mercury's Al and Fe are included (Bida and 
Killen, 2010), We do not include a putative detection of 0 from Mariner 10 data because 
scale heights were not reported. 
The model predicted Na/K abundance ratio is four to five, in agreement with the 6±3 
NaJK abundance ratio obtained from observations (Potter and Morgan, 1988). The 
modeled column abundances for Fe and Mg are demonstrably bclO\v the upper limits, and 
those for Al and 0 approach limits. Modeled S1 and Ti are four to six times above limits, 
but the transitions probed for these species from which the upper limits were derived are 
extremely unpopulated states (Section 4.1). \Ve find only Ca to be unquestionably 
depleted. The deficiency of Ca most likely implies losses to condensation and molecular 
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formation not included in the model (Berezhnoy and Klumov. 2008; Berezhnoy, 2010). 
Notably, the Ca sputtered component alone also exceeds the observed limits, The mean 
solar wind !lux on the day oftha! observation, July 30, 1994 (Flynn and Stern, 1996), was 
2.65xl08 protons cm,2 5,1, about half of \vhat we assume in our baseline model, and the 
Moon wa" at quarter phase, clearly exposed to the solar wind. At these t1ux levels, the 
sputtered model would be consistent with the measurement if a sputtering yield no morc 
than 0.01 ionsis were assumed. 
In conclusion, the existing spectroscopic observations from the Moon show dear 
deviations from a stoichiometric model (impacts plus sputtering) only in the case of Ca, 
which may be ejected in molecular form. For other lilldetected species. including oxygen, 
modeled abundances are either clearly belmv publIshed limits or do not differ 
significantly from measurements given uncertainties in surface soil abundance. 
micrometeoritic int1ux, and sputtering yields: their column ratios to Na and K can be 
explained by the effect of PSD, a process that is specific only to alkalis, and because Na 
does not stick to the surface upon impact Hmvevec modeled Al and Feat the Moon 
approach or exceed the levcls recently detected at Mercury (Bida and Killen, 2010), but 
the Mercury observations were obtained at 1.5 Mercury radii from planetary center and 
necessarily represent the hot component If the gases are indeed hot other lunar 
refractory gases are likely to be below modeled levels. Improved spectroscoPIc 
observations closer to the planet are required to elucidate the production and loss of these 
undetected species of the lunar exosphere, 
2.5. lv/ode/uncertainties 
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Estimates of impact-driven production rates differ by roughly a factor of five because 
of uncertainties in the physicaJ properties of the regolith and the impactors. the assumed 
micrometeoroid mass flux and velocity, and the method used to calculate the vapor yields 
(e,g., CintaJa, 1992; Killen et a1... 2005). Another estimate of the steady~state total vapor 
flux for all species at Earth's Moon is 8.46xJ 0.17 g crn -2 S·i compared to our rate,!. 78x 1 0" 
1(, g cm-2 s·! (Bruno et aI., 2006). Thus, our calculation agrees within a factor Ofhvo with 
other models. Our vapor predictions include the vapor produced by the volatilization of 
the impactors but exclude the possible enhancements of impact vapor produced during 
meteor showers, 
The sputtering yields of neutrals are highly uncertain. \Ve have assumed here a 
common sputtering yield of Y 0.05 atoms per incident ion for all species to establish a 
basehne modeL This ntunber is generally in agreement with results by Wurz et al. (2007), 
who included the mineralogy and solar wind energy dependence in TRIM simulations. 
Solar "'.lind ions can sputter not only atoms but also ions from hmar soils. \Vben 
bombarded with solar-wind-like 1-4 keY W and He" ions, lunar soil simulants produced 
significant fluxes (~103~_104 ions cm-? S'1 per species) of secondary lunar ions (Elphic et 
aL 1991). In that experiment the flux of secondary ions was anticorrelated to ionization 
potential such that electronegative elements (K~, Na~, ea'-,. AI') had the highest ion .yield. 
If so, then relatively smaller neutral sputtering yields should be expected for species such 
as K, Na, and Ca, and relatively higher sputtering yields may be expected for neutral O. 
More recently, experiments on sodiwn-bearing silicates demonstrated that almost all 
sputtered Na left the surface as ions, not as neutrals (Dukes et al., 2011). These results 
also revealed that large fractions of other sputtered species, like Al and Si.. are sputtered 
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off primarily as ions. Last, it is unclear whether multiply charged solar \-vind ions may 
signit1cantly enhance the yield tram a planetary regolith surface (Shemansky, 2003: 
Meyer et aL 2011). Note the solar activity maximum conditions under which LADEE 
will operate. 
The most significant uncertainties are losses to condensation and molecular fonnation 
dtrring impacts. Molecules can be produced in the vapor + liquid + solid phase that 
follows micrometeoroid impact (Berezhnoy and Klumov, 2008; Berezhnoy. 2010) and, 
followed by dissociation. they can produce high-energy atoms of Mg, Ca. O. as well as 
other species. Mercury's high temperatures observed in the tail have been attributed to a 
dissociating molecule as the major source of energetic atomic Mg (Killen et aJ.. 2010) 
and atomic Ca (Killen et a1., 2005; McClintock ct a1.. 2009). We knmv neither the 
abundance ratio of atoms versus molecules of the same species in the vapor cloud nor the 
molecular dissociation lifetime and temperature. Short::; 2 min. molecule lifetimes and 
ratios of molecules-to-atoms of at least 4: 1 are inferred from modeling of MESSENGER 
measurements of Mg (Sarantos et aI., 2011). If stable gas molecules fonn, the local 
density of atomic elements driven by impacts is lo\ver than the best-case estimates 
because a fraction of the molecule population retums to the surface before it is 
dissociated. If condensing, refractories condense in the following degree: Al and Ti> ea> 
Si> Mg and Fe. According to quenching theory, the fraction remaining in the gas phase is 
S 1% Al and S 5% ea at T S 4000 K: at even lower temperatures, T 3000 K, Si < 1%, 
and Mg -- Fe --5% in the gas phase (Berezhnoy, 2010). Na and K do not condense. 
Because of these possibilities (condensation plus molecular foonation), the model 
abundances for refractory elements are probably upper limits as made clear for measured 
Ca. 
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3. "eutral Mass Spectroscopy 
Although the primary goal of the neutral mass spectrometer onboard LADEE 
(LADEE NMS) is the detection of lunar volatiles, the instnnnent will search for the 
species studied here using its open source. The open source is designed specifically for 
surface-reactive species and has a relatively narrow field of vic\v that excludes particles 
that map into the instrument with large entry angles relative to the its optical axis (Delory 
et aL 2009). The detection efficiency is also energy-dependent owing to the nature of the 
instrument's ion optics. 
3. !. GUiding Properlie.s" 
To jllustrate how the open source samples exospheric gases, Fig. 3 shows the 
populated portion of the velocity space in a Selenocentric system for Oxygen neutrals at 
the orbItal altitude of lsd;, km aqove thesllbsolar poin~:, \).je, as~ume, that these Oxyg~n 
neutrals originate from the lunar surface with three hypothetical distributions: (a) a 
Maxwellian at a temperature of 400 K that describes thermally accommodated ejecta, (b) 
a Maxwellian at a temperature of 3000 K that describes impact vaporization: and (c) a 
sputtering distribution. In the left hand column the t\vo-dimensional distribution of local 
velocities is shown as a function of radial velocity, Vr, and the projection of the tangential 
component onto the plane of the orbit, v,~~ the distribution function is integrated for the 
out-Of-the plane component. In the middle and right colUl1lllS the three-dimensional 
distribution function for each of these sources is convolved with a proxy instrument 
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response for different boresights. In this frame of reference the location of the spacecraft 
is denoted by the white dot Solid white lines indicate the envelope of particle trajectories 
that connect to the surface, i.e. the limits of integration of Eq. 1, An instrument field of 
view of ±20° is denoted by green dotted lines. Some of the specificities of mass 
spectrometers operating in an open source mode can be extracted from this figure: 
I) For thermally accommodated neutrals (Fig 3A), the spacecraft "sits" outside the 
cloud of ejecta in inertial space. and the field of view of the open source 
encompasses a large fraction of the neutral distribution, 
2) In contrast, for ejecta generated by impact vaporization and sputtering (Fig 38 
and 3C), the open somce captures only a small portion of the particle phase space, 
3) For speeds typical of a lunar orbiter the counts are very sensitive to the 
instrument's response at low energies. The dotted \vhite circle around the 
spacecraft is the locus of neutral particles that arrive at the instrument with energy 
:s: 0,2 eV: the dotted magenta circle encloses particles with energy :s 0.5 eV in the 
instnunent's reference frame. It is clear that in order for the mass spectrometer to 
detect exospheric particles from a TS3000 K source, the instflunent energy cut-off 
should be lowerthan 0.5 eV. 
4) The sensitivity is a function of pointing direction and temperature, As expected, 
for near-Maxwellian sources ram pointings are always preferable. For directional, 
high-energy sources. such as sputtering, very few particles arrive at the spacecraft 
wIth near-zero radial velocit.Y. Therefore, pointings ~ ~30° towards nadir "vould 
provide the best chance for detecting sputtered particles. 
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3.2 Afode! cOl1vo/ulhmj()r re./i'actoIT species wlih the J.ADEL 'vAL)' response 
In Fig. 4 a simplified proxy of the LADEE NMS "open source" response is 
convolved with the three-dimensional velocity distribution function to obtain counts per 
second for ram pointing as a fimction of spacecraft location and source temperature for a 
number of exospheric refractories. A nominal sensitivity of 10<'- (counts/s) per 
(particle/cc) is assumed with a 0.2 e V energy cut-off (particles with energies lower than 
0.2 e V \vill not be detected). The instrument sensitivity for some species may be better 
than assumed here due to their increased electron impact ionization cross-sections. We 
also assume a detector noise level of 0.0 I counts!s 
Assuming high-energy' velocity distributions (left panel of Fig. 4), our calculations 
indicate that modeled 0, Si (impacts) and Na (PSD) counts per second are near 
instrument noise levels, whereas other metallic species are undetectable. Assuming low-
energy distributions (right panel of Fig 4) .. the maximwn instrument counts per second 
were estimated using the upper limits summarized in Stem (1999) \vith T~o400 K. In that 
case, all species but Ti are detectable owing to the assumptions of higher local density 
and the greater fraction of phase space that NMS observes tor low temperature sources. 
Note that models on the left and right are etTectivel:y equivalent in tenns of column 
abundance (Table 2). Models on the left are ·'preferable" because an energetic parent 
process is required to initially vaporize refractories from the rock, but it is conceivable 
that returning gas particles might weakly adsorb and then thennally desorb around the 
subsolar point, thus providing a secondary source of ambient atoms (e.g., Hunten et aL. 
1988). 
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Should hvo populations be present, we quantify in Table 3 the fraction of local 
density seen by the instrument a.;; a function of species mass and temperatlITe, and 
estimate the minimum density that results in a signal-to-noise ratio of t\\'o. This \vas 
given assuming an optimal pointing direction (30 deblTeeS towards nadir for sputtered 
species, and ram pointing for the rest), LADEE NMS can detect cold 0 down to ,,36 
atoms cm-3 with its open source, which is more than an order of magnitude less than 
present limits, and can therefore irrefutably ans\ver questions of whether oxygen is hot or 
not. No sputtered species can be detected at the a.:;sumed levels of instrument sensitivity 
because the very small fraction of phase space seen, 0.2-·03 %, necessitates sputtered 
densities exceeding LOOO atoms cm~3 for measurable counts- These results are obviously 
dependent on the assumed instrument cut-off energies and noise levels. The perfonnance 
of the actual mass spectrometer will be measured during the instrument calibration. 
For completeness, we provide estimates for SulflIT, a species of meteoritic origin, that 
should be accessible for detection using the mass spectrometer's open source. With an 
upper limit of 150 S atoms em'} and the assumed temperature of 400 K (Stern, 1999), we 
predict -. J c/ 10 sec at a periapse of 25 km, which should be detectable. 
4. t:ltraviolet~ Visible Spectroscopy 
4.1 Main Fmission Lines and g-values in {he ur:)' spectral range (230 825 nrn) 
G-factors for the primary Na, K. Mg. and Ca lines were recently calculated for 
Mercury and were scaled to I AU (Ki1len et al., 2009). For other species of interest \ve 
assembled a table of ground states and calculated improved resonance scattering x-factors 
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that include tile effects of fluorescence (Table 4) (Chamberlain and Hunten, 1987, eqn, 
6.2.4). High-resolution solar flux spectra \vere obtained from Kurucz. \vhereas the 
oscillator strengtils were obtained from the NIST database (Ralehenko ot aL 2010). 
These g-values are plotted in Fig. 5 as a function of an atom's radial velocity with respect 
to the Sun, Based on the requirements of ground state, high solar flux and oscillator 
strengths, and low instnnnent noise, the "optimal" target lines in the UVS spectral range, 
-200 800 nm. are Si (2515, 2517, 2529): Fe 2719: Al (3944, 3962): and Ti (3636, 
3983,3991,3999). 
The fol1awing findings must be noted: 
• 
The g-value for Al 3092 is an order of magnitude less than the Morgan and Killen 
(1997) value. There is a deep solar line nearby and a high-resolution solar 
spectrum may not have been available at the time. 
The effect of fluorescence (pumping from other levels) is significant for Si (2515, 
2519, 2529) and Al (3944, 3962) lines. Due to this effect the Al 3962 emission is 
twice that of Al 3944. 
The At and Ti g values show a strong dependence on radial velocity. This result 
means that sputtered Al and Ti atoms (highly directional to\yards the Sun on the 
dayside) see a much larger portion of the solar continuum and will scatter light 
much more efficiently than impact-driven atoms from these species. This effect 
was not included in our baseline simulations (Sections 4.2 and 4.3), which all 
assmned a g value at zero Doppler shift 
Oscillator strengths for Al I lines of Iable 4 are only given a 50% accuracy.' in the 
NISI tables. The oscillator strengths for Si and Ii are only known to 25% 
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accuracy. 
The Si I line at 3906. on which the upper limit from Stern (1999) was based, 
orIginates at 1.9 e V above the ground state. It is not expected to be highly 
populated 
• Likewise, the Ti I 5036 line, monitored by Flynn and Stem (1996), is an excited 
state. Thus highly unlikely to be populated. 
These findings suggest that the published upper limits for Ti and Si are questionable. 
4.2 Afode/cd line emission 
Given these g-values, we computed intensities of the strong emission lines from eight 
species of interest, within the range ofUVS spectral coverage (230 -~ 825 nm) .. Sightlines 
for these simulations lie in the equatorial plane and have low-altitude tangent heights 
(10-40 km). Fig. 6 shows the knO\:\-TI species, Na and K, due to a PSD source. With 
anticipated emission of a few kilorayleighs in their main lines, the spatial distribution of 
Na and K can be clearly observed in the dayside. Hence, the LADEE measurements, in 
tandem with models, will constrain not only the source rates for these species, but also 
the energy exchange of exospheric particles 'vvith the surface: the sticking and the 
thermal accommodation coefficients. 
Fig. 7 shmvs emission estImates from numerous undetected species at levels 
expected from impact vaporization and sputtering. Asswnptions for impact vaporization 
are stated in Section 2.3, i<e. total impact vapor rate of 1.78xlO~J6 g cm-2 5,1, T""~3000 K, 
and no condensates or molecules for a "best case" estimate. For sputtering, the common 
sputter yield of 0.05 atomhon and the solar wind flux of 4xl0H ions cm'2 S'1 were 
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assumed. Furthermore. shO\\TI in the same figure is the intensity that is consistent with the 
published limits from Stem (1999) using the Chamberlain model of Toc400 K. Also 
shown is the LADEE UVS instnunent Noise Equivalent Radiance (NER), defined as the 
radiance of a source that would produce a signal-to-noise ratio of unity in a Tee" 1 sec 
integration time. 
4.3. Ut :)' spectral simulations 
Limb measurements by LADEE UVS were simulated using the line intensity 
predictions shmvn in Fig. 7 along with the anticipated spectral performance of the UVS. 
The UVS instrument is a modifIed Czemy-Tumer spectrometer built by Ocean Optics, 
Inc., and is nearly identical in design to the Visible Spectrometer (VSP) on the Lunar 
Crater Observation and Sensing Satellite (LCROSS) experiment. It flll1ctions as a tlber-
coupled "point'" spectrometer \vith approximately 1 deg field-of-vie\\'. Measurements of 
lamp emission lines during VSP ground calibration shO\ved that spectral resolution 
()J!1'A) decreased with wavelength, with average values for!1'A of 0 66, 0.98 and 1.03 nm 
at wavelengths of 500-600.400-500 and 300-400 nm respectively (Ennico et aL 2010). 
To create each LADEE UVS simulation, monochromatic line radiances were smoothed 
by convolving with a Gaussian passband function using a wavelength dependent width 
that contorms to the VSP measurements. This wa') accomplished by perfonning the 
convolution using a defonned \-vavelength coordinate (I ... ') in \-vhieh /lA' is constant, and 
then remapping that result back into the original set of wavelength points. A variation of 
this approach was previously used by one of us in the characterization of electronically 
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tunable filters (Georgiev et aI, 2002). The blurred spectra were then resmnpled at 0.56 
nm point spacing which matches the sampling during tests of the LADEE UVS 
Engineering and Test Unit (ETU). Next, Gaussian noise was added at the levels 
anticipated for UVS. The sensitivity of the UVS ETU has been measured using 
calibrated incandescent and UV lamp sources which agree remarkably well (within a tew 
percent) within their region of spectral overlap. between 440 and 500 nm wavelength. 
Values of noise equivalent radiance (NER) between 40-45 Rayleigh nm~l were measured 
between ~400 and 580 om (we define NER as the radiance of a source that would 
produce a signal-to-noise ratio of unity in a 1 sec integration time). Minimum detectable 
radiance increases slowly in the UV to ~ 70 R nm- l at 250 nm., although the UV source 
calibration loses accuracy short\vard of ~ 300 nm. It like\\'ise increases to a value of·~ 150 
near the long wavelength limit of UVS coverage (830 nm). SImulations for longer 
integration times were created by coaddition, assuming that the noise follO\vs Poisson 
statistics. 
Line detectioQ simulations are presented in Fig, 8 as a function of spacecraft locatiou_ 
assuming a constant. tangent height of 10 km and 60 s integration Each simulation also 
shows the hne spectrum (shIfted dO\vnward by 80 R nm- l for clarity) as it would be 
observed without instrument noise. (XXX) 
As LADEE approaches orbital sunset, coronal-zodiacal light (CZL) becomes a 
significant excess brightness component, since the UVS line~of-sight is aft pOInting and 
lies within a few degrees of the Sun. The brightness of CZL at UV-Vis wavelengths 
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close to the Sun has been quantitatively mapped from lunar orbit during Apollo 16 
coronal photographic sequences (MacQueen et 31. 1974) and later using calibrated 
measurements by the Clementine Star Tracker cameras (Hahn et a1. 2002). Along the 
ecliptic equator, brightness diminishes with increasing solar elongation angle (r) as 
CZL = Const e -2.45",0.05 (X) 
which is valid between ~3 degrees to at least 30 degrees in , (Hahn et aL 2002). The 
color of CZL is known lrom rocket borne photometry (Pjtz et a1. 1979) and photometric 
measurements made by the Helios spacecraft (see review by Leinen et aL 1998) and is 
mildly reddened relative to solar irradiance, Using Equation X, combined with tJw known 
spectral reflectivity of the Clementine Star Tracker camera (Hahn 2002) and CZL 
photometry, one can model (c.f Stubbs et a1. 2010) the spectral radiance ofCZL as seen by 
the UVS, as \ve show in the last two panels of Fig. X, where solar elongation angle along 
the line~of-sight is 22 deg and 12 deg respectively, The eZL contribution by itself with 
instrument noise omitted is shown shifted upward by 80 R nm- I . These comparisons 
show that CZL is a significant excess brightness component and strongly influences the 
detection of lines at small solar elongation angles, but it diminishes to less than the 
instmrnent noise at most spacecraft positions on the dayside, and UVS spectra can be 
coadded without such corrections (upper panels). It should be pointed out that Zodiacal 
light is not an intrinsic noise source, since it can be modeled and removed from the 
measurements, typically" to a level smaller than the instrument noise. 
At the levels predicted when the Moon is exposed to both rnicrometeoroids and the 
solar wind, detections are strictly controlled by the UVS characteristics (noise and 
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spectral resolution), For lines such as Al 3944, Al 3962, ea 4227 that lie in the low-nolse 
portion of the UVS range (>380 nm). emission of ~-30 R is resolvable \vith minute-long 
exposures. The main lines of Si. Mg, and Fe may be more difficult to observe because of 
higher UVS noise levels assumed at small \vavelengths. Our modeling suggests that, 
besides Na and K, short UVS exposures will most strongly constrain the production, loss 
and (possibly) spatial distribution of AI and Co, which could be detectable over half the 
dayside with 100 sec integration. With t 100 s Si, Fe, Mg, and Ti may be detectable 
over a limited area of the dayside when the tangent point lies approximately over the 
subsolar point. 
Finally, it is pertinent to ask: \vhat if our exospheric abundances are overtly 
optimistic? An estimate of the signal-to-noise ratio, SNR, at different integration times, t 
(sec), may be obtained as SNR=../rx(Line_IntensiI){R)ItY.)INER(1sec), where Jl 
is the UVS spectral resolution. Scaled-do\\11 versions of the impact models were used to 
compute the exposure time required to achieve a signal-to-noise ratio of four given the 
spectral resolution and the assmned NER at each line (Table 5), These conservative 
calculations, which are summarized in Fig, 9, prove that LADEE UVS can discover 
regolith-derived exospherjc species at levels at least ten times less than our impact 
models suggest jf spectra trom the \vhole mission are coadded, Specifically, Ca can be 
easily detected at levels more than nyo orders of magnitude less than present limits. This 
approach identifies the lmvest possible detection limits during the duration of the 
mission, and underlines the extent to which \ve can separately constrain contributions by 
impacts and sputtering by analyzing data obtained when the solar wind is shielded by 
Earth's magnetosphere. For this calculation science operatIons for 90 days with a 50% 
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duty cycle for UVS \vere assumed, 
5. Summary 
A model that simulates the release processes of micrometeoroid impact vaporization, 
solar wind sputtering, and photon-stimulated desorption (for Na and K), was used to 
evaluate abundances for a number of exospheric species originating from the lunar 
regolith. Our simulations suggest the following: 
• The observed non-stoichiometry of exospheric rerractories compared to Na and K 
levels is mainly attributed to photon-stimulated desorption of alkalis, and possibly 
evidence that Na does not stick to the surface on impact. 
At present limits, Mg, Fe, 0, and AI are much less than, or comparable to, the 
levels which the combined action of meteoroids and the solar wind can provide 
(Table 2) 
Modeled Si and Ti column abundances are four and six times, respectively, morc 
than published limits, which may be related to our finding that the Si (3906) and 
Ti (5036) lines, probed (TOm the ground by Flynn and Stern (1996), corresponded 
to excited states that are unlikely to be populated. 
Measured ea (upper limit from the Moon: detected level from Mercury) shows 
clear deficiency from the modeled abundances, i.e. evidence of loss processes 
beyond those due to ballistic escape., adsorption, and photoionization. It is 40 
times underabundant compared to the modeled levels due to impacts, implying 
losses to a stable molecule or its condensation from gas to solid states in the vapor 
cloud with efficiency exceeding 90% (Berezhnoy, 2010). Further, Ca is present at 
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quantities below those predicted by the sputtered component. implying the 
effective sputtering yield of 0.01 atoms per ion or less. Electronegative species 
such as Ca. Na, K, and Al may be sputtered off as ions at the expense of lower 
neutral sputtering yields (Elphic et aI, 199 L Dukes et al, 20 II). Isotopic ratios of 
Ca in lunar grains are inconsistent \vith sputtering (Kerridge and Kaplan, 1978). 
• Although we cannot say precisely how exospheric source and loss rates vary from 
Moon to Mercury, comparison of lunar models to Mercury's recently detected Al 
and Fe implies that other exospheric refractories may be belmv modeled levels. 
Using this model, we simulated LADEE measurements for these species with the 
expectation that deviations between the model and LADEE data will constrain 
microphysical parameters such as the assumed sputtering yields, the degree of ionnation 
of condensates and molecular constituents, and the energy exchange with the surface. At 
the levels predicted by our model, and assuming simplified instruments characteristics 
and pertonnance, 0 and Si from nominal impact rates as \vell as Na from PSD should be 
at the NMS detectability level. J f confinned, this means that approximately a factor of 
three to four enhancements of impact vapor during meteor streams (for 0 and Si) and a 
factor of two enhancements during solar stonns (tor Na) should yield detectable signals if 
o and Si from impacts are coming off a~ atoms, and if the PSD efficiency for Na is 
enhanced by solar \vind precipitation (e.g., Sarantos et aL 2010). The detection of 
possible colder ejecta is strictly controlled by the instrument sensitivity to incoming 
atoms in the 0.2····0.5 eV energy range. The actual energy characteristic of the instrument 
\vill be accessible during calibration. We finally predict that cold 0 at levels of 40 atoms 
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ern·' and S at levels of 20 atoms ern"; can be detected w1th a signal-ta-noise of two, 
Oxygen and sulphur can be constrained only by LADEE NMS because they emit outside 
tile spectral range of the UVS. 
Our simulations for LADEE UVS, based on the asswnptlon of equatorial 
sightlines pointing aft and having lo\y-altjtude tangent points (10--40 km), demonstrate 
that Na and K will be observed throughout the dayside with high signal-to-noise ratio 
except near the terminator, where the contributions by dust scattering and Coronal-
Zodiacal Light (CZL) dominate (Stubbs et aL 2010). The effect of ZL on line emission 
was shown to be negligible for spacecraft locations up to ±60° from the subsolar point, 
therefore short exposures can be coadded without ZL removal over extensive regions of 
the dayside. Modeled spectra tor other species in the UVS spectral range "vere 
convolved to UVS resolution with Gaussian noise added at about the level antIcIpated for 
UVS. At the levels predicted by impacts and sputtering, all species would be detectable 
with short, 100 s -5 min integrations over limited areas of the dayside. Given the 
llilknoy\u magnitude of sources and losses, lower column abundances were simulated in 
order to show that, if spectra from several dayside passes are coadded, AI, ea, and Ti at 
surface densities exceeding 0,02 atoms cm·3 , and Si. Mg, and Fe at densities exceeding 
0.5 atoms cm"3, will be detectable with sutlicient signal-to-noise ratio (S/N"A). 
Detectable levels are one order of magnitude below published limits for Ti. more than 
t\VO orders of magnitude below Ca limits, and at least one order of magnitude below 
nominal impact-driven models for other species (Table 2). 
Acknowledgements: NSO!Kitt Peak FTS data used here were produced by NSF/NOAO. 
G,.values were computed usipg the data in the NIST Atomic Spectra database online 
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Table 1. Assumed composition of the lunar regolith (Lmv-Ti Mare soils) and variation 
across soil types (% relative abundance by number) 
Element Low-Ti High-Ti Highland Kreep soils 
Mare soils Mare soils soils 
0 60.26 60.30 60.82 60,47 
Si 1730 15.86 16.31 1735 
Al 5.56 5.70 10.66 6.48 
Mg 5.53 5.70 3.84 5.39 
ea 4.44 4.60 5.92 4.43 
Fe 5.85 5.29 1.90 4.47 
Ti 0.66 2.01 0.17 0.62 
Na 0.26 0.31 0.29 0.44 
K 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.19 
Mn 0.08 0.07 0.03 0.06 
NOles: Averages taken from Wurz et a1. (2007): Original data from Papike el a1 (1982) 
Table 2. Modeled Zenith Cohmm Abundances are compared to kno\\l1 upper limits at the 
Moon and to knmVl1 detections at Mercury 
Moon Mercury 
Model Ca) DetectionsCbl or Detections (d),( e) 
Upper Limits (e) 
no (em'3) Zen,CoL no (em'3) Zen,CoL no (em'3) Zen,CoL 
Abundance Abundance Abundance 
( em") ( em") (em") 
Na 70 1,9E09 67±1Z 8±3E08 872 1.4E10 
K 14 3.5E08 15±3 1.4±0.3E08 308 2,1E09 
Mg 5,5 4.4E08 s 6,000 ,; 5.4E10 13 1.4E09 
Ca 3,6 2,OE08 ,;1 " 5,OE06 0.5 3,9E07 
Al 3,6 2,OE08 s 55 s 4.3E08 1 5,9E07 
Fe 4,1 1.6E08 ,; 380 " 1.3E09 2 1.1E08 
Ti 05 2.3E07 ,;1 s 4,OE06 
Si 16.3 1,2E09 ,;48 s 3,6E08 
0 663 6,2E09 " 500 s 7,4E09 
(al 
Modeled lunar Na and K attributed to PSD. other species attributed to impact 
vaporization 
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(b) . 
Lunar Na and K abundances are from the dIscovery measurements of Potter and 
Morgan (I 988) 
(e) Lunar upper limits are Chamberlain fits to T ·.C 400 K (Stem, 1999) 
(d) Hermean Na Mg, and Ca Fits of a Chamberlain model to MESSENGER third flyby 
data over Mercury's southern hemisphere (TN,,=1,500 K; T \1,,=20,000 K; T c,,=IO,OOO 
K) (adapted from Vervack et aI., 2010). 
(e) Hermean AI and Fe: Fits of a Chamberlain model to ground-based detections at 
respective temperatures of TAI=3,000-9,OOO K and T ,,=10,000 K (Bida and Killen. 
2010) 
Table 3. Fraction of phase space seen by the open source LADEE NMS as a function of 
assumed source temperature 
Element l'"racfion 
Ohserved 
(%j 
j)en-vily (cm--,) 
corresponding to S/,V 2 
Density (cm-~) at 
periapse all 25 km 
Hot a (3000 K) 1.0 200 
Cold a (400 K) 5.5 36 
Hot Si (3000 K) 1.6 125 
Cold Si ( 400K) 10.0 20 
HotNa(1200 K) 2.4 83 
Sputtered a 0.2 1,000 
I'v'otes: The density corresponding to S/N..o°2 was calculated assuming NMS 
Sensitivity"O.OI (cts!s)/(atoms!cm)) and Noise" 0.01 cts/s; 
63 
412 
15 
34 
50 
14 
No transmission of neutrals entering the instrument with E:5 0.2 eV is asslUned: 
Na is shoVln over the subsolar point (altitude 50 km); 
Sputtering computed for pointing=--JO° towards nadir; Else, ram pointing is sho\vn; 
""Cold" Si and 0 are computed from upper limits (Stern, 1999); 
"Hot" Si and 0 are computed from impact vaporization model; "Hot" Na from 
PSD model 
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Table 4. Strongest emission lines, of regolith-derived exospheric species in the LADEE 
UVS range (2316-8259 A) 
Species wavelength vac wavelength air Ei g_value Comment: RDUmm)< please fill m the lmssing 
, fields 
(A) (A) 
Fe I 2523.608 2522.849 0 4.0E-03 
(old:0.03736) 
Fe I 2719.833 2719.027 0 7.7E-03 
Fe I 3720.99 3719.935 0 6.76E-03 
Fel 3859 4.57E-03 
All 3083.048 3082.1529 0 4.87E-03 
All 3093.6078 3092.7099 112.061 4.68E-03 
All 3945.1222 3844.0058 0 1.83E-02 
(old:0.0285) 
All 3962.641 3961.520 112.061 3.64E-02 
(old:0.0230) 
Si I 2507.66 2506.90 77.115 1.66E-03 
Sil 2515.08 2514.32 0 2.1E-03 
(old: 0.028) 
Si I 2516.87 2516.11 223.157 2.4E-03 
Si I 2519.96 2519.2 77.115 1.58E-03 
Si I 2524.87 2524.1 77.115 1.34E-03 
Si I 2529.27 2528.5 223.157 2.60E-03 
Til 3187.37 3186.451 0 2.95E-02 
Ti I 3192.92 3191.99 170.132 2.10E-02 
Ti I 3342.84 3341.88 0 2.06E-02 
Ti I 3371.41 3370.44 0 2.2 E-02 
Ti I 3636.50 3635.46 0 8.73E-02 
Ti I 3643.72 3642.68 170.13 5.61 E-02 
Ti I 3948.90 3947.77 170.13 
Ti I 3949.79 3948.67 0 5.62E-02 
Ti I 3957.46 3956.34 170.13 4.1 E-02 
Ti I 3959.33 3958.21 386.87 6.0E-02 
Ti I 3982.89 3981.76 0 6.78E-02 
Ti I 3983.61 3982.48 0 1.80E-02 
Ti I 3990.89 3989.76 170.13 6.92E-02 
Ti I 3999.77 3998.64 386.87 6.87E-02 
Mg I 2852.96 2852.127 0 3.2E-02 
Cal 4226.73 4227.92 0 4.9E-01 
Nal 3303.32 3302.37 0 5.41 E-04 
Nal 3303.93 3302.97 0 5.85E-04 
41 
Nal 5891.6 5889.95 0 5.25E-01 
Nal 5897.6 5895.92 0 3.07E-01 
KI 4045.2 4044.136 0 3.1 E-02 
KI 4048.4 4047.28 0 1.26E-02 
KI 7667.01 7664.89 0 2.76EO 
KI 7701.08 7698.96 0 1.94EO 
Mn I 2795.64 2794.82 0 2.8E-02 
Mnl 2799.09 2798.27 0 2.17E-02 
Mn I 2801.89 2801.06 0 1.5E-02 
Mn I 4031.90 4030.76 0 1.5E-02 
Mn I 4034.21 4033.07 0 1.09E-2 
Mn I 4035.63 4034.49 0 764E-03 
Notes: Listed are K-values at zero Doppler shift. 
Table 5. LADEE UVS spectral parameters that \-vere assumed in our simulations 
Line NER(Rnrn·1) (nrn) 
Si 2515 285 1.27 
Fe 2719 249 1.21 
Mg2852 226 1.16 
Ti3636 97 0.82 
Al 3944 49 0.72 
Ca 4227 43 0.70 
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Figure Captions 
Figure 1. Model predictIons of lunar exospheric refractories over the subsolar point. 
Figure 2. Dayside exospheric density along a LADEE equatorial orbit (50x200 km) from 
impact vaporization, sputtering, and photon-stimulated desorption (for Na and K). 
Figure 3. (Left column) Velocity distribution of hmar exospheric particles in the 
equatorial plane. (a) Oxygen accommodated to the local surface temperature: (b) Oxygen 
from micrometeoroid impact vaporization; (c) Oxygen from sputtering. (Middle and right 
columns), The relative traction of neutrals mapping into the open source LADEE NMS 
(\vhite dot) is sho\\'n for ram (0°) and off-ram pointings. Dotted green lines indicate the 
instrument's effec6ve field of view. Dotted white (magenta) circles centered on the 
spacecraft indicate the fraction of planetary neutrals not measured when an instrument 
potential of 0.2 V (0.5 V) is applied to suppress spacecraft outgassing. 
Figure 4. Estimated cis from the convolution of a LA.DEE NMS proxy response \'o'ith (a) 
modeled three-dimensional distributions from micrometeoroid impact vaporIzation 
(lvIN) and photon-stimulated desorption (PSD); and (b) modeled upper limits (Stern. 
1999) which implicitly assume the accommodation of lunar exospheric particles to the 
surface temperature (T ""400 K). Models on the left and right are equivalent in tenns of 
total column ablmdance (Table 2). "Detectabihty" is taken to be the level of instrument 
noise. The calculations exclude particles \yhich llil"ive into the instrument \\"ith F :s 0.1 
e V, whereas effects of the ionizing source, which may prevent the detection of particles 
with E S 0.5 eV in some mass channels, are not included. 
Figure 6. g values at r ~- 1 AU are shown as a function of an atom's velocity (with respect 
to the Sun) for the mainlines of regolith-derived constituents of the lunar exosphere. For 
Mg, Ca. K. and Na lines see Killen et al. (2009) 
Fig. 6 Modeled intensity for Na and K from a PSD source for equatorial hnes of sight 
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pointing from the spacecraft to the constant tangent altitude of I 0 (red) and 40 km (blue), 
Figure 7 The modeled intensity from impact vaporization (red) and sputtering (green) for 
Si" AI. Mg, Fe. Ti, and Ca is compared to published upper limits (Stern, 1999), Also 
shown is the LADEE UVS instrument noise equivalent (NER) for I-sec exposure (blue), 
Figure 8 UVS simulations of spectral emission lines between 240-440 nm, following the 
LADEE orbit when the Moon is simultaneously exposed to microrneteoroids and the 
solar wind (predictions in Fig. 7), Integration time =- 60 sec. These simulatIons are 
produced by spectrally convolving with a gaussian blur function that has a wavelength 
dependent \vidth, as described in the text Instrument noise is detennined from 
measurements of the LADEE UVS Engineering and Test Unit (ETU). Noise free spectra 
are located below each simulation. Several species (e.g .. Si, AI, Ca Na) should be 
detectable by UVS and thus spatially resolvable at this integration time. 
Coronal-zodiacal-Iight (CZL) is included in these simulations, but it contributes 
significantly only at longer wavelengths and small solar elongation angles, as shown by 
noise~fiTe CZL models which are superImposed (offset) at the last two orbital positions. 
Fig. 9 Estimated exposure time as a function of assumed surface abundance to achieve a 
UVS signal-to-noise ratio (SIN) of fOUL Levels at least ten times less than our impact 
model abundances, and at least one hundred times less than present limits for Ca, can be 
detected over the lifetime of the LADEE mission (90 days), 
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